World’s #1 Funding Opportunities Database

How much time have you wasted searching sponsor databases, opportunities databases, sifting through inadequate search results, paper, spreadsheet, one-off websites, and generally wasting time on tools that are supposed to be saving you time?

InfoEd Global’s SPIN product, established in 1991, provides a comprehensive view into the realm of research grants, fellowships, training and various other funding opportunities. Over 10,000 sponsors are covered, making SPIN the single largest repository of funding information, and the most effective means of identifying the sources of support for your next project.

FIND WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR

- Over 40,000 Opportunities and growing
- Lightning fast search results
- Powerful data mining capabilities
- Intuitive, user-friendly interface
- Advanced time-saving features
- More than 10,000 global sponsors

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS AND RESEARCHERS...

- Spend less time searching and more time doing research
- Get results that match your research criteria
- Uncover funds that other search software misses
- See accurate summaries for quick qualification determinations

ADMINISTRATORS AND FUNDING COORDINATORS...

- Intuitive and easy to use
- Faster result than any other search software
- Comprehensive Keyword thesaurus

Learn more about what the World’s Largest Funding Opportunities Database can do...

800.727.6427 or www.infoedglobal.com
NO OTHER FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES SOFTWARE HAS MORE...

SPIN provides intuitive and easily customizable access to the most extensive research funding opportunity database on earth. Tools are provided that are geared towards both individual and administrative users, and SPIN provides both active searching as well as automated, daily opportunity notifications.

Powerful Data Mining

40,000 OPPORTUNITIES FROM 10,000 SPONSORS ACROSS THE GLOBE

- New and existing opportunity information is updated daily by our team of sponsored program experts

Intuitive Interface

- Every opportunity is reviewed regularly based on sponsor information so all details are current
- Hundreds of “primary-source” sponsors are reviewed daily by InfoEd Global experts

Fast Search Results

FULL-TEXT AND ADVANCED SEARCH

- Powerful and extensible full-text search engine that conforms to modern web standards

Time-saving Features

- Optional inflectional forms and thesaurus forms included in search; searches entire record
- Expressions can be grouped and nested within groups to create a truly customized search

40,000+ Opportunities

EXTENSIVE SUBJECT HEADING VOCABULARY

- SPIN utilizes the US Library of Congress Subject Headings controlled vocabulary to index content

10,000+ Sponsors

- Each opportunity contains relevancy ranked terms, and the terms can be utilized in a search while including their broader, narrower, and related terms

AUTOMATED NOTIFICATION OF NEW AND UPDATED OPPORTUNITIES

- New opportunities and existing opportunity updates are automatically delivered to your email inbox
- Fully configurable to match your criteria
- Can run perpetually without further management

WEB SERVICE API

- Run searches, display pre-defined groups of bookmarked opportunities, and retrieve results in either XML or JSON
- Web Services available as GET requests. Requires only basic understanding of HTML and XML or JSON
- Reuse profile filter settings for Web Service requests

Learn more about SPIN
contact InfoEd Global
800.727.6427
www.infoedglobal.com